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Continuing Analysis Continuing Analysis 
and Surveillance (CASS)and Surveillance (CASS)

Messages for the MROsMessages for the MROs
MROs should have robust and effective CASS MROs should have robust and effective CASS 
processes: fully meet regulatory and industry processes: fully meet regulatory and industry 
requirements, accurately identify risks, and drive to requirements, accurately identify risks, and drive to 
define define ““root causeroot cause””..

Actions for the AirlinesActions for the Airlines
1.1. Performance measures must be developed as part Performance measures must be developed as part 

of a CASS process: more than just of a CASS process: more than just ““auditingauditing””; ; 
performance measures must point to risk; and performance measures must point to risk; and 
measure the whole system flight, maintenance and measure the whole system flight, maintenance and 
line operations.line operations.

2.2. Industry, in partnership with the FAA, should Industry, in partnership with the FAA, should 
develop enhanced CASS guidance material by ATA develop enhanced CASS guidance material by ATA 
spec development and advisory circular revision.spec development and advisory circular revision.



OnOn--Call ContractCall Contract
Maintenance ProvidersMaintenance Providers

Messages for MROs and Airlines Messages for MROs and Airlines 
1.1. Create a new standard (ATA Spec)Create a new standard (ATA Spec)
2.2. Use risk assessment to determine functions Use risk assessment to determine functions 

to be allowed (include domestic vs. to be allowed (include domestic vs. 
international; RII, ETOPS, airline specific international; RII, ETOPS, airline specific 
elements, scope of work, employee training/ elements, scope of work, employee training/ 
qualifications)qualifications)

3.3. Define elementary maintenance and Define elementary maintenance and 
associated training/qualifications. associated training/qualifications. 



Mutually Beneficial MRO &Mutually Beneficial MRO &
Airline RelationshipsAirline Relationships

Messages for MRO and AirlinesMessages for MRO and Airlines

A mutually beneficial relationship will have: A mutually beneficial relationship will have: 
1.  1.  ValueValue -- Initial competitive cost with followInitial competitive cost with follow--on low on low 

total cost of ownershiptotal cost of ownership

2.  2.  TrustTrust -- Corporate culture alignment for longCorporate culture alignment for long--term term 
business relationship and resolution of business relationship and resolution of 
issues/conflictsissues/conflicts

3.  3.  CapabilityCapability -- Ability to perform, react to changes and Ability to perform, react to changes and 
customer requests, and offer cost reductions customer requests, and offer cost reductions 
through new repair development ideas and lean through new repair development ideas and lean 
processes and initiativesprocesses and initiatives



Next Generation Next Generation 
of ATC systemsof ATC systems

Messages to FAA, Operators and MROsMessages to FAA, Operators and MROs
We expect to see in the NPRM:We expect to see in the NPRM:

High degree of confidence in proposed ATC system High degree of confidence in proposed ATC system 
(achievable RNP standards; reliable redundancy, (achievable RNP standards; reliable redundancy, 
and GPS backup plan)and GPS backup plan)
Well coordinated, globally harmonized RNP Well coordinated, globally harmonized RNP 
standardsstandards
Well planned Well planned ““implementation proposalimplementation proposal”” ––
compliance timeliness coordinated to avoid compliance timeliness coordinated to avoid 
operational restrictionsoperational restrictions
Hardware requirements defined upfront Hardware requirements defined upfront –– software software 
upgradeable throughout lifecycle of hardwareupgradeable throughout lifecycle of hardware

Action for the AirlinesAction for the Airlines
Be prepared to assess proposalBe prepared to assess proposal



The Application of LeanThe Application of Lean
Messages for the MROsMessages for the MROs

1.1. Guide:Guide: MROs should propose their own set of best MROs should propose their own set of best 
practices, standards and expectations for a Lean practices, standards and expectations for a Lean 
culture and environment.culture and environment.

2.2. Educate:Educate: Once MROs propose a set of best Once MROs propose a set of best 
practices and standards, they need to develop MROpractices and standards, they need to develop MRO--
centric education and training sessions to bring the centric education and training sessions to bring the 
guidance to all levels, from the office down to the guidance to all levels, from the office down to the 
floor. floor. 

3.3. Measure:Measure: A process needs to be developed to A process needs to be developed to 
measure Lean results against Lean standards.  measure Lean results against Lean standards.  



The Application of LeanThe Application of Lean
Actions for the AirlinesActions for the Airlines
1.1. Urge the creation of best practices and Urge the creation of best practices and 

standards, perhaps through ARSA or standards, perhaps through ARSA or 
directly through the MROs.directly through the MROs.

2.2. Promote the creation of educational Promote the creation of educational 
materials.materials.

3.3. Promote a measurement of how the MROs Promote a measurement of how the MROs 
are performing when it comes to Lean are performing when it comes to Lean 
principles.  Use the measurement to principles.  Use the measurement to 
evaluate MRO partnerships.evaluate MRO partnerships.



Leveraging the Leveraging the 
Supply ChainSupply Chain

Messages for the MROsMessages for the MROs
1.1. Implement improved performance Implement improved performance 

management systems which includes a management systems which includes a 
scorecard and problemscorecard and problem--solving.solving.

2.2. Operators work with MROs to standardize Operators work with MROs to standardize 
maintenance programs and processes.maintenance programs and processes.

3.3. OEMs actively engage with MROs in OEMs actively engage with MROs in 
support of carriers.support of carriers.

Actions for the AirlinesActions for the Airlines
Implement a scorecard Implement a scorecard -- Just do it!Just do it!
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